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Introduction 

The analysis of the classical Kalman and Wiener 
filtration problems organization lacks. 

State variable filters, synthesized in the Kalman 
and Wiener filtering to formulate problems, are dy-
namic operators. This implies that the results of the 
processing of the input signals depend not only on the 
past, but also on the initial conditions. It should be 
noted that the Wiener filter is not critical to the effect 
of initial conditions on the quality of the estimates of 
the state variables, as essentially in Wiener formula-
tion of the problem is seen only stationary mode fil-
ters. However, this is not the case for the Kalman 
filter. 

The estimates ˆ( )x t  of the state ( )x t  are as follows: 

, ,ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ),y u w cbx t x t x t    (1) 

where , ,ˆ ( )y u wx t  is the evaluation ˆ( )x t , depending on 

the input signals u(t), w(t) and y(t); ˆ ( )cbx t  is a free 
component, depending on the initial estimates ˆ(0)x  
of state variables. When a mismatch of the initial 
conditions of state variables of the object x(0) and 
filter ˆ(0)x  in the filter error ε(t) will contain the 
corresponding free component ( ),cb t  which ac-
cording to the differential equation error filter (1) is 
equal to 

( ) (0),t
cb t e      (2) 

where ( ),t  is the transition matrix of the filter is 
equal to 

( ) .t A K C     (3) 

Thus, for non-zero detuning (0) 0   detuning of 
the initial conditions of the state variables of the object 
and the filter error filter ( )cb t  is not equal to zero.  

Obviously, neglecting the error of the initial con-
ditions of the object and the filter in the filter will 
result in the problem statement to the fact that the 
Kalman filter will be suboptimal, it really is and takes 
place. 

As follows from (3) component ( )cb t  filtering 
error caused by the mismatch of the initial conditions 
of the state variables of the object and filter structure 
is regular, i. e. belongs to the so-called simple random 
processes. It should be noted that the processes of this 
nature suppression filter is less effective than random 
processes like ”white” noise, what are w(t) and v(t)! 

This is the main drawback of the classical Kalman 
filter formulation of the problem, which leads to 
non-optimal estimates of the state variables of the 
classical Kalman filter.  

As is known   in the Kalman filter tends to 
the Wiener filter. This implies that the main objective 
of the Kalman filter in contrast to the Wiener filter is 
to ensure the effectiveness of filtering in the time 
interval before its release at steady state. However, 
because of the above error when account is taken of 
the influence of the initial conditions of the object and 
the filter Kalman filter with its main objective of this 
can not cope! 

Synthesis of truncated models of dynamic objects 
associated with the task of reducing the dimension of 
the vector of state variables. This problem can be 
solved on the basis of different forms of representa-
tion of the dynamic operators of facilities, such as in 
the time domain in the form of differential equations 
in the frequency domain, etc. 

The study shows that the decrease of the diffe-
rential equations by dropping their components of 
high order, as a rule, lead to poorly adequate model. 

Obviously, the most natural tool for solving the 
problem of synthesis of truncated object models is the 
frequency characteristics of the device, and in partic-
ular the approximate logarithmic amplitude-frequency 
characteristics. This is due to the fact that the fre-
quency response can quite clearly define the properties 
of objects in different frequency ranges. 

Procedure for the synthesis of truncated models in 
research paper offers the following way: 

1. Select the structure of the truncated model; 
2. Determine the optimal parameter estimates of 

the latter. 
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Choice of the structure of truncated models  
The question of choice of reasonable decide on a 

logarithmic frequency space, as with almost all of the 
dynamic properties of the original object (bandwidth, 
stability, etc.) are easier to take into account the 
truncated model. Under this approach, the frequency 
characteristics of the original and truncated models 
should be “optimally close” in terms of handling part 
of the spectrum of interest of the input quantities of 
objects modeling. This implies that the structure of 
the truncated models can be obtained by “rolling 
back” of the characteristic equation ( )D s   

1
( )n

ii
s


    of the differential equation of the 

object components ( ),is    that are “not responsi-
ble” for the specified object property in the spectral 
band of interest input actions. In this case, these ac-
tivities should be carried out with the support of the 
main dynamic properties of the object, as stability, 
vibrational, etc. 

Following is the procedure of choice of the trun-
cated model of this approach on the basis of infor-
mation of third-order model to the model of the 
second order. Let logarithmic frequency response 
(LFR) method of the third order with the characte-
ristic equation is given a thin solid line in Fig. 1 look. 
It follows that no breach of properties such as stabil-
ity and oscillation, LFR original model may be re-
placed by a shortened LFR second-order model 
(Fig. 1 thick solid line). 

Thus, from the characteristic differential equation 
3

1
( ) ( )ii

D s s


    of the original model factor 

3( ).s   can be discarded.  

 
Fig. 1. Logarithmic frequency response and shortened the 

original models 

Determination of the parameter estimates of 
the truncated model 

The problem of determining the optimal parame-
ter estimates truncated models after choosing their 
structure can be formulated in various spaces. In this 
paper, this problem is formulated and solved in the 
time and frequency domains. The problem is solved 
by the method of least squares. 

The criteria 1 0 0( ,  ...,  ,  ,  ...,  )n mI a a b b  of proxim-
ity and shortened the original models can be used a 
variety of measures. For example, in the time and in 
the private spaces can be used the following measures 

2

1
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where K(t) and ( )W   is respectively the weight and 
the transfer function of the original object, , 

( )yW   is the weight and the transfer function of the 
truncated object, 1 0 0,  ...,  ,  ,  ...,  n ma a b b  are the pa-
rameters of the truncated model. 

Optimal estimation of parameters of the truncated 
model with are as follows 

 * * minˆˆ , =arg ,
,

a b I
a b

 
 
 

  (6) 

where    0 0,  ...,  ,  ,  ...,  T T
n ma a a b b b   are vectors 

of parameters. 
Parameter estimates   0 0,..., ,  ,... ,T

na a a b b 

Tmb  are determined by a numerical method based on 
gradient minimization procedure of quality criteria 
(1), (2). 

Improved synthesis filter state variables trun-
cated model of the object   

In the thesis work better truncated state variable 
filters are based on the truncated model of the object 
using the campaign to improve the quality of filtering 
on the basis of improvement through the implemen-
tation of the Kalman filter to block it estimates the 
initial conditions of the state variables of the object. 

Thus, based on the specified block diagram of im-
proved shortened filter state variables will be (Fig. 2). 

In this shortened filters are synthesized using the 
following formulation of the problem of filtering 

2
(0)

minˆ arg ( ) tr
ˆ(0)

x t P 
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kK  is optimal matrix of Wiener’s shortened filter 
amplification .yB B   

oˆ (0)x

x y

v

w

ˆ(0)x
x̂

ˆdx
dt

ˆ(0)x

u

 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the improved filter shortened state 
variables 

The structure of the filter is linear. 
In vector-matrix formulation object model (4) 

vector-matrix model are the vector-matrix models 
truncated object. 

The main aim of the orientation and navigation 
system complexion, is to increase the accuracy of 
determination the navigation and angular parameters 
of UAV orientation. The systems and separated 
sensors of the premier information, that generates the 
same parameters can be connected. During the con-
necting of several navigation meters, the most widely 
used are two schemes of complexion, that are known 
as the way of compensation and filtration. 

The structural scheme of complexion of N meters 
by the way of filtration, is shown on the scheme 
(Fig. 3). 

Signals on the output of navigation meters are the 
next 

1 1

2 2

( ) ( ) ( );

( ) ( ) ( );

( ) ( ) ( ),N N

x t x t n t

x t x t n t

x t x t n t

 

 

 


 

where x(t) is a real value of measured navigation 
parameter; ( )in t  is error of measuring on output of the 
1 st meter, i = 1, 2, …, N. 

1( )x t

2( )x t

( )Nx t

( )V t

 
Fig. 3. Structural scheme of complexion by the way 

of filtration 

The signals of all meters are arriving on the inputs 
of corresponding linear filters with transfer functions 

( ).iF p  The signal on the output of complexing navi-
gation system in correspondence with Fig. 3 has the 
next form 

11
( ) ( ) ( ).N

ii
Y p F p x p


  

In integrated inertia-satellite system, the most 
widely used are two schemes of setting the invariant 
algorithms, that are different in the rule of formation 
the differential measuring, arrived from BINS and 
SNS, and composition of the valued condition vector 
in Kalman filter. 

In the scheme of complexion, that is called weakly 
connected, the value Z for the problem, is forming by 
the way of direct composition of coordinate 

,  BINS SNSS S  and velocities ,  .BINS SNSB B  During this 
manipulation, the vector Z includes the errors BINS 
and SNS. Wealy connected scheme needs to produce 
the measuring in SNS not less than from of four sa-
tellites (Fig. 4).  

It is important to note, that in every variant of 
complexion completes a short circuit of the feedback 
on BINS. Such short circuit is normal to make on 
SNS too. The most simply is to realize, in strongly 
connected variant, by the way of using the calculated 
data about the distance an radial velocities to acce-
lerate the capture of satellite signal. 

The main aim of the orientation and navigation 
system complexion, is to increase the accuracy of 
determination the navigation and angular parameters 
of UAV orientation. The systems and separated 
sensors of the premier information, that generates the 
same parameters can be connected. During the con-
necting of several navigation meters, the most widely 
used are two schemes of complexion, that are known 
as the way of compensation and filtration. 
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Fig. 4. Weakly connected complexion scheme
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